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semi-angle is a/r.   By using Art. 74 and retaining the firet powers of p/tt, r/« and
Consider next the attraction of the portion of the stratum remote from A. Let F, F' be the ^-components of attraction at P, P'. Since these depend on the attracting mass, each contains the factor pt or m. Also, since the distance PP is infinitely smaller than the distance of either P or P' from the nearest attracting element, P' differs from P by (dFjdx) t. The difference is therefore of the order pf or mi. We may therefore regard F, F' as equal.
Taking both portions of the attracting stratum into the account and representing by X, X' the normal attractions of the whole system at P, P' we have
X = JF-27m>   X'ss.F' + S™...............(I),
where X, X' are measured positively from P' to P.    Sine*' /<*, F' are ultimately equal, these give
The equation X' — X = inm shows that when attraction is taken as the standard case, 4nrm is equal to the ,s-///// of the normal attractions at each side of the stratum, the attractions bein^ measured towards the stratum. When repulsion is the .standard case, 4?rm is equal to the sum of the normal repulsions, the repulsion being measured on each side fmm the stratum.
If there are any other attracting bodies in the field which are at finite distances from the points P and P\ their attractions at, these points are ultimately equal. It follows that in both the formulae (2) we may suppose A", A"', and F to mean the normal components due to all causes.
143. The equation F= I\(X + A") enables u< in find the normal attraction of a thin heterogeneous stratum on an elrmen-tary portion of itself.
Let the element be a small cylinder whose base is the area do- situated at A and whose altitude is the thickness t of the stratum. The normal attraction of the adjacent, portion l)AK\\\i the cylindrical element is ultimately zero because it, is the same as the normal attraction of an infinite plate on a portion of itself. The attraction of the remote portion of the stratum is Fmtlcr. It. follows therefore from (2) that the whole normttl farce per unit ff mass acting on the element is the arithmetic mean of tint nnnnnl

